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PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY

MORNING, DECEMBER 22, 1905.

HIT WRONG MAN WAS IT ACCIDENT?

VOL 22, NO. 199
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QUESTION RAISED'
As to Action of Late Joint
Council Being Legal
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A MORNING BLAZE

Bid Holloway Sills George Mrs. Vella Gholson Held for
Killing W. M. Pryos
Travis; Both Colored

Fire About Destroyed the
John L. Jones Place
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NEW TRIAL

LAST DUTIES

FELL FROM CAR FISHER'S STOCK

NOW PRE- MR. OWEN INGRAM SERIOUS- REFEREE BAGBY ORDERED IT
THEN THE INDICTMENT WAS SHERIFF POTTER
AND FIXTURES SOLD
LY INJURED AT ST.
,OFFIFINAL
HIS
FORMING
REAND
DISMISSED
PRIV iTELY.
LOUIS.
CIAL ACTS.
SUBMITTED.
Become a Private Citizen Mr. George Ingram of the City Re- Report of Sale of Moses Schwab
Bills of Evidence and Exceptions Soon to
Stock Lays Over For Exceptions
ceived Word of the Mishap YesGo West on a Prospectand
to
Fled in Several Civil Actioas
-Sell Hessig Property.
terday lifiorniug.
ing Tcur.
That Are Appealed.

RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO/
219-223 Broadway.

• WU HER A SUIT FOR
CHRISTMAS

A

Special This Week

Black Cloth Coats, box back, 50 inches long, was
Yesterday morning in the bankMr. George Ingram, of the board
Tomorrow Sheriff Lee Potter and
$13.00, now
$10.0a
his deputies practically go out of pub- of ceuncil, yesterday morning re- ruptcy court Referee E. W. Bagby
Black Cheviot Coat, 45 inches, half fitted back,
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trimmed in cloth bands, was $to.co, now
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expire till the last day of this month. that last Friday his brother, Mr. A. E. Boyd, of the Taylor 0. Fisher
Ladies' black Melton Cloth, Cape, cut full, lined
By saying he goes out of public life Owen Ingram, was dangerously in- bankrupt case, to sell at private sale
throughout
$5.00 $ 7.50
this is done by reason of the fact jured by falling from a street car at the fixtures and remain-der of cigar
that he has, already made all settle- that place where he has resided; for and tobacco stock at Fisher's estabMisses' Coats
ments with the fiscal court for taxes a number of years. The- Paducahan lishment on Broadway near Fourth
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term of court the time in which ther•!. years term to which he was selected. streets, en route to the cigar factory Schwab stock was sold to Louis
can be filed the bill of evidence and There is only the grand jury at the with which he is connected, the car Rubel, of the E. Fels & Bro.,,
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exceptions in support of the appeal. circuit court now working, the petit started up quickly before the gentle- dry goods concern. The report of
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mine, which is operated under lease late Tobe Roger,' as sheriff no rec- beard from, her, therefore it is thought creditors object to his discharge beBlack Cloth Coats, empire style, trimmed with velby defendants.
vet and silk braid, lined half way, Skinner satin,
ords. or documents whatever were the injured man is much better, as ing granted him. In putting up this
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Until
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In the circuit court yesterday Sam
Leibel and A. V. Bauer were grant
ed a new trial by Judge Reed, the indictment being dismissed and then
re-submitted to the grand jury. The
two had been convicted and fined
over $too each for corxliscting a nuis
ance in the shape of a disorderly saloon.
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Tele- caught.
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phone Cumberland 318.
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1055.
the authorities.
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New York in age.
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ed and purified b ya newly discovered
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ehe
anywise
not effect
Alonzo Utley Left For Fort Worth, visit Miss Garnett 'Buckner.
velvet appearance, which remains unislation by congress relative to the
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Mrs. Charles Hinkle yesterday reStreet Blocked.
til washed-off. Ladies, wbo use Naformer practice of the railroads and
Horrible Ohion Wreck.
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shippers.
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singer.
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Cintiederate monument
ey which the treasurers have put into
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Last evening the school hoard held per bundle. Phone me.
Mr. Thomas Hall, teeSelry goods profession to which all are well
merit of the big life insurance com- a special session at its quarters in the
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When tlhe legislatures of the states
came up. The main thing was to al- Blaciaard -and Rev. T. J. Owen were
Mr. lames Bugg, of the Holcomb- this way on a big hur-. They were against W. F. Bradshaw, Sr., for
have had a whack also at the corn- low the professors and
teachers their en route back from 'holding quarterly Lobb tie company, has returned from at Shawneetown y:steelay Wand tele- $3.184•49, claimed due plaintiff front
polies the people will have more as- salary for this month in order they conference at the Lovelaceville Meth a trip to Clifton, Tenn.
phoned Dr. Prank Boy,' over the defendant."
Messrs. Green and McDonald ar- long distance line that they would
surance as to their policies than can have benefit of same for holiday odist church vilire they stopped over
Styers sets up the plea that during
expenditures in purchasing
their last evening at 7 o'clock at the home rived here last evening from Nash- get here sometime tem/ecru iv. Dr. October, T9oo, he entered into negonow, it is safe to say.
of the bride in Masoac and united in ville, Tenn. They are the govern- Reed wanted to telegraph his wife tiation.; with Bradshaw about operaChristmas presents.
marriage Mies' Ernie Overstreet and ment inspectors of steamboat hull from up the river, but there being tion of a portable sawmill plant,
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and
Mr. "Coon" Johnson, two of the best and boilers.
Not So WelL
no connection, had to telephone thc that as the result of their business
the business houses these days and
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Paducah physician and get him to I aisreiation Bradshaw owes him the
Miss I.izzie Singleton, the schqol known young people of that vicinity.
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by are expected home today from a two wire his family oat the Queen City. li sten
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inste weeks visit to New York.
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Rev. Owen aodi there was an
Richetts was here some
Dr.
only in 'her private ward at the Riverside
trying to find something suitable for hospital', where she was operated ally large crowd of admiring friends. Col. J. L. Kitgore yesterday re- months since as the guest of Dr.
Santa Claus surely intends giving
present to witness the happy affair. ioned from Anderson, Ind.
Boyd and is quite popular anlone
a Christmae gift for some loved upon several weeks ago. She seemed
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to suffer a set-back but ,the relapse
Paducah people.
one or friend.
this aliktill0S as he ba#:been a freis nothing serious. The doctors now ceeded on their way home.
New Girl Baby. /
It will not be known until they
quent visitor at S.
E. Mitchells'
The bride is a very pretty young
do not think she will be sufficiently
Dr. and Mrs. Lindsey, of Indiana, reads here what their future 'plans
Some waggish member of the tmo
of hlr, Eihnore are the parents of a new girl baby are about their hunt, whether they Place, 326 South Third street, which
recovered, for several weeks yet to lady, and daughter .
tional house, according to the
is the bendquarters for good bici.• s•
Asso• resettle teaching in the public schools, Overstreet, of that neighborhood, that arrived last evening at the resi- go on or return home from this city.
dated Preos, hes desired the speech- where she is one of the most popu- while the groom is a prosperous and dence of the wife's mother, Mrs.
enterprising young man well known Frank Adams of 716 Broadway.
es made since congress began as lar and efficient of instructors. i)
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Our Holiday stock this year is the largest and mOst complete
we have ever carried, and we assure you that the qqality is not
surtilltsielin Paducah. Low price is an ctraction at our store.
Every article is guaranteed to be the best on the market. R.e•inemar the place,one door from 4th and Broadway.
Edison Phonographs and Records in stock. Drop in and hear them play and buy one.
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STATE DEPARTMENT
GETS CABLEC1RA IA.
Quiet Prevails Only Because of Force
- From Vessels.

Washington, D. C., Dec. 21 .Thc state department has received a
cablegram from Shanghai announcing the arrival there last evening of
the men from the Baltimore.
The state department advices of
The J. B. Finley passed here yes- this morning are to the effect that
terday morning en route up the Onio the British were preparing ior a
river bound for Cincinnati with 25 barge demonstration by both army
and navy. German, Japanese and
"empty coalboats.
The Ranger has_passed tip the Ohio Austrian cruisers were on their way
to Shanghai. Quiet prevailed yeswith a tow of et4ty barges.
The steamier Dick Fowler gets terday, but only because of the armed
a.vray for Cairo le morning at 8 force controlling the city. The mixo'clock, She crews hack tonight ed court was still closed. The Chin
ese authorities were 'trying to effect
about it.
The 'John S. Hopkins yesterday a compromise, but demanded the rewent to Evansville aifd will come moval of the British assessor, which
demand Wag refused. There was no
back tomorrow.
Today's boat in the Evansville report of trouble at the outposts,
but the' missionaries were becoming
trade is the Joe Fowler.
Tomorror afternoon at 5 o'clock alarmed and many were arriving in
the len/tier Kentucky gets out for the Shanghai.
•
Tennessee river. She remains up
It is clear to the officials here that
there until next Thursday night late. the trouble in Shanghai is not due to
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis anti-American feeling, and especially
today and gets here Sunday en route to the boycott, so that other nations
back to Cincinnati.
at least 'have now a personal inter The Rees Lee has left Cincinnati ,est in . doing what they can to rebound this way and gets here Sundaylstore order in the treaty ports.
Disen *mate down to 'Memphis,
patches show that in Shanghai at
The City of Saltillo yesterday arast the ebn,1411tIonl of anti-finreign
rived from the Tennessee river and feeling
was caused by the conflict be
went on to Joppa to unload her cargo. tween
the mixed court and the 'isitShe then wturns here and goes to the nkipal
authorities, and that the 'kit:hank to rknain for the winter.
ish were the particular objects of
The Buttorff will leave Nashville
Chinese aversion.
tomorrow and get lucre Sunday. She
Barbourville, Ky., is excited over
is now running lit place Of the Bob
Dudley that fah gone into the trade reports of a "leak" fmm the grand
front Nashville 'Winds the . upper jury room its connection with the
investigation of alleged briberies in
Cumberland river
reiroio;,n,
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PM RENT-Six-room tottage,
No.
1623 Broadway. Apply at RegARE
Bill
WIFE
and
Cases
REV. CHILES AND
Card Cases, Pass
ister office.
AT
BUSY
VERY
KEPT
Books
PRESENT.
zoo all Leather Samples to select
BUSINESS
CHANCE- Exceptional opportunity to get air interest
from.
irs a good business which will net
Your Name and Address in Gold
Charity Club Holds Meeting Today more than satisfactory income. TwenLetters.
to Decide About Distributing
ty-five hundred dollars required. Party
An Ideal Christmas Present for a
Presents
must be sober and reputation above
Gentleman.
Address, "Confidential,"
reproach.
care this paper.
Rev. W. S. Chiles and estimable
FOR SALE or rent-837 Jefferon.
wife are among the busiest people
-of this city at present, as. they are Possession at once. Whittemore.
kept. constantly engaged day end
Logr or strayed-Alack and tan
night arranging for the big ChristGordon
male setter- pup, eight
us tree they will give next Tuesday
-eve ring at the Rescue M issoon on months old. Finder return to Lee
THE REXALL STORE.
South Third street to the poor chil- Eakett' at Eighth and Harrison and
dren
of this city. Dr. Chiles said be rewarded.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
last evening that they were so busy
pupils wanted by Miss
Music
they did not have. time to call in p.o.
Nicholton'at
531 South Fifth street.
neverybody
o
son
in the city for do2o27.
phone
Old
nation/ to this most
ndable
and !guidable cause, =re he
FOR SALE-Fine diamond cluster
would consider it a fevor if anyone
ring. Address P. 0. box 174.
who
has
anything
to contribute.
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
clothing,
presents,
money, etc.,
FOR RENT-Four-room cottage,1
609/
3
4 Broaden); Phones, Old 143z, would
just ring bit at No. 1073, the No. 623 Jefferson
New, 761.
street; gas, bath,
old telephone, and they would gladly
etc., in the house. Apply to W. H.
-Mr. and Mrs. Win. Little, of send for
whatever is desired for con- Patterson. Old phone 1346.
Harrison street, are parents of a new
tribution, no matter how small or
g:r1 baby.
inarignifleant,
everything combined
FOR RENT-"The Inn" property
-Mr. A. E. Strow, of Benton, is goes to swell the intlforhusee of titre
on North Seventh between •Madison
nier5nizing a Sao,000 stock company occasion.
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
to erect new buildings on the site of
He states that in making his visthosr destroyed 'by fibre sievesal its to the different portions of the
in
RENT - Apartments
FOR
months ago at Benton.
city he is besieged with inquiries Eltgles' Home. Sixth
and Broadway.
-It is rumored that the I. C. will from else unfortunate little folks,
buy another wrecking outfit and in- eventing to know all ahodt the tree,'Bath, heat and lights. Furnished or
unfurnished. Apply to L. P. Head,
stall it at Princet6n, for use during when it is y comt off and what to
custodian,
at building, or ring 402.
wrecks on the new Nashville divis- expect.
ion, and that J., P. McCarty. one of
Rev. Chiles has two orphan boys
on
FOR RENT-Three rooms
the sub-foremen of the Paducah that be wants te give
away se-some ground floor for housekeeping, one
wrecking crew, will be foreman of good and respectable
family, to be square of postoffice . Address "R. J.
the new otnfit.
raised. One of the lads is nine It" this office,
,---Today being December-22Dar
Turs years of ege and ehe other ten years,
4he'
,borstal of She year. June 22 and any good person desiring -to
FOR RENT-Five-room cottage,
is the longest.
adopt them can do so by ringing up modern improvements, bath, electric
-Pear) C/kbertt: colored, of tio7 Mr. Chi/es.
lights, at zos6 Madison street. Ap• Washington street, took pas :cents'
ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
worth of landanum and'
,to centie
Charity Club.
worth at morphine in trying to comThis morning at 10:30 o'clock the
STOP at B. Michael's for Diamit suicide, but was weed by. the Cheeky
club will bold a meeting moods, Brooch Pins, Watches, Guns,
;
doctors.
with the secretary, Miss Comic Piitots, Ring* Bracelets, Suit Cases,
-Word from Louisville is that Grundy, A her home on North SevClothing, Shoes. See M. Michael, 211
Charles, the 14-year-OW eon of Mr. enth street near Jefferson, and it is Broadway,
for bargains.
John Curd, died there Tuesday of urgently desired that everyone be on
typhoid fever. The father is the hand es the body will make arrange
well known printer of here, who mente for distribution among
the
went to Loaisvilk and located last Isom- peop:e of this city, of the
fall.
Christmas presents intended.
TIFLEPHONE 54E.
/
club
The
members
have
been
reWe have made a special purliberal donations from all
•
chase of Handkerchiefs and now ceiving
quarters the past week for this
offer you the prettiest line we
cau-e, and they have many things to
ever handled
be prevented the poor /tittle ones,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
and old ones_ as well. . They can
still use whatever additional contriA pair of our $s oo all wool
butions are made, and any caring to
Blankets in blue, red and pink
Popular Concert by
donate can communicate with any of
for Christmas
the members.
RUDY, PHILLIPS& CO.
Some of the Chili-a:able rarganCzations today, will visit
the different
public schools and solicit coittributions for the poor children.

;duty
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Mrs. James Weille,
Mrs. D. M. Flournoy,
Miss Anne Bradshaw.

3 P. M.
Prices 35c and 50c.
Seats on sale Saturday at 9 a. m.

SERIOUS THING

SOUTH THIRD STREET
;

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

,._w' I try.
Fur Top Felt Slippers, all colors, . - - $1.00
Congress Felt Slippers, '- - - - - - $1.00
Velvet Slippers, all colors, - - - - - $1.00
Warm Lined Shoes, - - - - - - $1.00
Men's Slippers, all styles.
Little Gents' Rubber Boots, 5 to 11, - - $1.25
CALL EARLY AND GET CHOICE.

Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675.

,

VARIED

309 Broadway.

'WANNER'

Holiday
Novelties
THE MOST

CASH ONLY.

ASSORT-

MENT IN TOWN.

BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
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hope
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ne 239
ASK TO SEE 'I Hit LARGE
DOLLS TO BE _GIVEN AWAY
XMAS DAY.

five negro kids, each with one ?if
these gismo on Broadway between
Fionrth and Filth streets. The squad
was marched to the City Hall, relieved of their firearms, and then released with instructions to come
back this morning and appear before
Judge Sanders in the police court.
/ It seems the merchants have been
selling little revolvers by the hundreds as they are all over town. Yesterday the police requested Supt.
Lieb of the public schools to co-operate with the authorities in breaking
up thc evil, and take from every
student the pistol if found on him.
The superintendent was more than
glad to do this, and instructed. his
teachers accordingly, with the result
that Professor Lieb now has about
a bushel -measure packed full of the
pistols taken from the children.
The police will also notify the merchants that they are susceptible to
prosecution for selling the miners the
firearms.
The evil has reached a serious stage
this Christmas and the authorities intend stamping it out right away, by
arresting every body found firing
one of the dangerous little guns.
Prisoners Vaccinated.
Yesterday morning Health Officer
Graves vaccinated at the county jail
all the prisoners to be carried away
to the penitentiary. This is to prevent them from carryiu smallpox
into the prisons.

Ramsey society will 'have a cal.(
sale tomorrow, Saturday morning, at
AUTHORITIES BREAKING UP
Miller's piano store on 'Broadway,
THE FIRING OF LITTLE
opposite the Fraternity building.
PISTOLS.
Wilhelm & Ferriman, 311 Broadway. A full line of Xmas Pipes and
The police department has found it Cigars.
necessary to wage a bitter warfare.
against the use of the dangerous
More pretty Comforts to select
little frantra the boys around town
from than you ever saw before.
seem to own in such voluminoqi
Just look through our stock
quantities, and which have already reRUDY, PHILLIPS & CO. ,
sulted in several venous acctdents,
one colored boy being shot it.,, the
On the ground that they had been
slfoulder, one little white boy had
his face ,filled with powder, while made irregularly, she senate confirmation§ of the Isthmian canal commis
others have suffered.
The weapons are apparently minia- siorsers were reconsidered by the sen
ate in executive session and referred
ture toy pistols and harmless. but on
close examination it is found that the to the committee on interoceanic canals.
pistol las a barrel into which oan be
inserted the twenty-two calibre cartridge*, which are very datigeeotese Abraham II. Hummel, the New
even* if only blank shells are used, York lawyer, wait convicted of conbut this is not the rule, as loaded spiracy in connection with the Dodge
ones are being fired everywhere by Morse divorce case. The jury gave
him the maximum penalty of one
the lads,
imprisonment and a fine of
Sines,
-Last evening Acting A LietttC/11111t
Will Baker and Pistrolrnati Willialta Zoo. Another charge of subornation of perjury is pending.
Tol000ti if the p,,lict•
found

Offers the' ?following Christmas Suggestions:
.FOR THE LADIES.
Solitary Diamond Rings
Diamond Brooches
•. • .....
Diamond Cluster Ring
Gold Brooches
Watches
.
Set Rings
Neck Chains.
Bracelets .'...
Lockets
Collar Pins
Hat Pins
Crosses
Silver Toilet Sets
Back Combs
Brushes, all kinds
Toilet Sets
Cut Glass Bowls
7 Cut Glass Tumblers, per set of six.. .
Italian Terra Cotta Vases .
Hand-painted China Plates

$5.00 to $2oo.oa
5.00 to 75.00
7.50 to 75•0°
r,.00
to
to 100.00
to
to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
1 oo to
5°

500

FOR THE MEN.
Diamond nRi$35.00gs
Signet Rings
4 Inflial Rings
Watch Fobs
,..,

S
Shirt
insStuds

Stick Pies
Emblem Chains
Shaving Cup and Set
Cigar Jars
Military Brushes
Shaving Mirrors ..
Cloth Brushes
Whisk Brooms
Fountain Pens
Paper Cutters
Hat.Brushes
Umbttellas
Match Boxes
,
Stamp Boxes

i

•

FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
Silver Mugs
Brush and Comb Sets
Sterling Spoons
Dress Pin Sets
Neck Chains
Lockets
Bracelets
knife, Spoon and Fork Sets

eo $125.00
to
rci.00
to 15 00
to zo.00
to 12 00
to
io.00
to 20.0a
to .o.00
to
7 so
to
6.00
to zo oo
to 10 00
to
7.50
to
5 oo
to
boo
to
2 . oo
to
3 oo
to zo
5 00
to
to
t.00

$25.
3.00
500
z .so
I 75
5o
so
1. so
zso
. .
1.75
-75
2.50
1.00
1.50
zoo
.5o
z.00
4.so
• 75
so
.75
1.5o
z.so
5o
z.00
.so
I oo
1 so

to
to
to

6 oo
3.00
2 oo

tO

2 . 50

to
to
to
to

5.00
15 cao
5 oo
5.00

"If you BUY it at Wanner's Its Good."

JIL
Wanner
Jeweler
,
,
PHONE
772A

4a BROADWAY

For Books and Christmas Gifts
tiARBOUR'S ETZK DEPARTM'T.
WE ARE TOO BUSY TO GIVE OUR PRICES IN DETAIL, BUT
WE ARE NOT TOO BUSY TO SR OW YO UTHE LOWEST PRIM,
EVER MADE ON DESIRABLE HOLIDAY GOODS. SUCH AS
DOLLS, FINE CHINA WARE, COMB AND BRUSH STES, BOOKS
MILITARY
AND BIBLES, BEAUTIFUL PICTURES, .LAMPS,
BRUSHES, SMOKERS' SETS, ETC., ETC.
, WE SELL EVERYTHING AT CUT PRICES.

if AN ACCIDENT
MOST CASES IT IS DUE TO
GROSS CARELESSNESS.
ld Maimed for Life Through Igoaentary Neglect of Nurse—Pleas1-•.criences Which Someant
times Come by Accident

'reached Liveraool they were engaged.
You might call it an accidental wedding, due to propinquity, but it has not
'turned out benly, though they are so
in contrast. Belle adores Hugh and
looks up to his superior scholarship
with the proper degree of admiration.
Most men appreciate homage. As for
Hugh, though Belie is shallow, he has
never found it out. He will read a
thesis to her and she will sit looking
like a modern Madonna, really considering the style of her next gown, but
outwardly list Mpg to her good man's
deep voice as n goes droning along the
resonant pericils. She does not understand much of it, but she makes
him comfortab.c., and 'a good deal of
married happiensa is built upon a fpundation of dome_tic comfort and mutual
adoration.
A little romaide may be lent to the
most prosaic day if we are ready to
find pleasure in agreeable accidents.
For instance, on the veranda of an inn
at a resort whica is patronized all the
year round, alikl in winter as in summer, one may .eet an old gentleman
or an old lad, inaose memory is *
treasure house •,_ nicidents and anecdotes of a by-gone day. Interesting as
younger people are, they cannot bear
comparison with delightful old people
who have lived in Ae midst of things
through their busy years, and are contented to sit on the edge of things in
the Indian summer of their lives. Accidentally the lady who is spending a
few weeks for her health in a place
like this drops into conversation with
the old stager, who is past master or
mistress of charming gossip, and finds
the idle day's greatly enriched by the
chance acquaintance.
Accidents of this kind are common
cr -:lel, but ahouni never be taken for
printed. They drift into our days like
ra sunbeams and should be received with thankfulness. The happiest, people are those who begin each
morning with the expectation that
some a:cidental joy will overtake them
before night.

HINTS FOR

I.

WAYS OF ENTERTAINING ON
VARIOUS OCCASIONS.
An Up-to-Date Book Party—Inscriptions for the Home—The Dutch
Supper—A Left-Handed Party
—Girl's Birthday Party.
(Copyright, 1906).

te lunch
to Heres:s
be
ead to eellightdg w-thsits, the eonideal
nc eou party. The
number or a
table center piece is a glans bowl tilled
with maiden hair ferns; use candlesticks of glass, with areas shades. A
large fern ball suspended over the
table makes a most beautiful decor*
thin. The place cards are white, with
a spray of fern done in water colors.
The following menu is very appetite
tag and easy to prepare. A puree made
from spinach and peas served with a
spdonful of whipped cream; creamed
minced chicken baked In ramekins;
sweetbread salad served in green peppers; pistachio ice in tall glasses
standing on a fern decorated plate.
Green frosted cakes ornamented with
blanched almonds and creme de menth
completes this dainty menu,.

paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)

General Cartage Business,
Superior Facillties;for
Office
Handling Freight, Machinery
2ndland Monroe
And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones it

,
Ge

D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

BT MARGARET E. SANGSTER.'
An Up-to-Date Book Party.
(Copyright, 1906, by Yoseph E. Bowles.)
hostess informed us that she
The
Nine-tenths of the untoward hapweeks in preparing for this
spent
had
awnings that people call accidental are
and we believed her
entertainment,
due to gross carelessness and shamewhen we gazed upon the 32 objects,
ful neglect.
each bearing the name of an author.
There are two sets of people in the
title of the book represented was
The
world--those who keep things up and
This is a very clever scheme devised
be guessed and written on the card
to
The
down.
run
those who let things
bore. by a mother to celebrate her little
object
the
number
the
opposite
*Est have never indulged in the habit
For instance, "The Eternal City," by girl's tenth birthday. Invitations were
se putting off till to-morrow what ought
Hall Caine, was represented by a map sent out "from half after two until
Ito be done to-day. If the roof leaks or
aLx." "Rainbow Party" was written
Rome; "The Vinetnitin." by &
of
there is a crack in the ceiling or a
in
one corner. The rooms were comwith
Washington,
George
of
ture
loose board in the floor or a sagging
4
pletely transformed by yards of red, $11=1121121111.1r1ramilmosinimew
corner;
one
on
written
Wister
Owen
binge or a broken window cord, they
anti
indigo
blue,
green,
yellow,
orange,
Augusta
by
,Bird."
_Speckled
"nu
For Vaults, Mhnuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
repair the damage at once. They know
Evans Wilson, by a white bird cov- violet cheese-cloth, which was used at
perfectly that it costa less to mend
was
It
etc.
drapery,
window
ered with specks; "Black Rock" was portieres,
than to mar, and marring goes repidly
black stone on Use table, with festooned from the corners of the
easy—a
As
menuiag.
no
is
ta eincre
it. •spray of blue flowers room to the gas fixtures in the center
on
Connor
keverybody knows the best way to let
Van Dyke had written and was draped from the grillwork.
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARXET los Monumental and
that
recalled
even a fine house go to absolute ruin
The mother told the old fairy story
"The
Flower."
Blue
Little
"The
purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSBuilding
an
is to shut it up and leave it without
Three Musketeers" was represented by —the two children who set out to disAND
URE
'Inhabitant A house that is lived in
THEN RETAINS II S WHITENESS: does not bethree toy soldiers. Kipling's "Seven cover the pot of gold at the end of the
a'
3asts longer and looks better than a
given
was
child
each
Then
come
and
dark
rainbow.
discolored.
,Seas" was recognized by seven C's
balite that is untenanted, because the
pinned on a piece of string which he or she was
and
paper
on
white
written
ME
LET
TELL
YOU MORE ABOUT IT
Sorces of nature are constantly making
the wall. "The Octopus," by William to wind up without breaking; the
war upon the buildings of men, and a
a
for
as
Norris, was a large picture of that fish. cords had been arranged
vonstant battle must be waged against
books represented were: "A spider-web.party. When the end of
Other
victors.
off
come
them if men are to
Crown," by Clara Morris; the string was reached a tiny pot was
Board
Paste
, The heedless housekeeper has cast:
SOLE AGENT, !fog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
"We Two." Edna Ly- found on the end filled with pepperCorelli;
"Boy,"
tally mentioned that there is a thit
mint candy, which had been wrapped
Gen"The
leipling;
"The
Duet."
all;
wit
'place on the stair carpet which
tleman from Indiana," Booth Tarking- In gold paper.
jpresently wear into a hole. She n. not
The birthday cake was crescent
ton, and "Three Men in a Boat," by
may
which
rug
a
Ignorant of a rip in
shaped, bearing candles of the seven
Jerome.
catch somebody's heel and cause a Wu.:
First, second eel consolation prizes colors. This party is 'Telly very pree
bk. But being heedless, she Ptit
given, consisting of books. This ty and not half the trouble to prepare
were
repairing the rent in carpet and rut
was
an
afternoon affair for ladien but as it appears to be from reading the
until an unlucky person hurrying alone
be quite suitable for a club description.
would
it
01
out
hip
a
means
isas a fell, which
society entertainment.
church
or
joint or a broken leg, or. worse still
A novel way to find partners is to
tO
cause
apoplexy
may
which
a jar
write on the cards passed to the men
New
the
developfor
Quotations Appropriate
some one in old age, or the
WARM MILK AND HEALTH.
the names of states, and the names of
__—
Home, •
a malignant disease in some
ment
THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS
caultal cities on those for the ladieswas
Applications
houpe
it
manor
External
old-time
sequences
the
and
baleful
In
Internal
one younger. These
ON DISPLAY
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES.
SHOW
AT OUR
to find their
"statesthe
Then
tell
the fashion to inscribe a motto over
do come from slight falls, and someof the Lacteal Fluid Give SurROOMS.
see the
to
Is
Tt
surprising
"capitals."
the fireplace, especially in the great
'body is responsible.
prising Results.
i)ORCELA, ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
mixed-up condition of things for a few
dining-room and library. The inscripA variety of mireries shuffle a.lons
and
western
the
if
minutes,
especially
The milk cure is one of the most fa- tion was usually in Latin, the lanIn the train of so-called accideats,
newer states are selected.
*hien never should have been permit. mous of all cures these days, and the guage of the scholar. This custom is
ELLYE HOWELL GLOVER.
ged to occur. From time to time peo way in which it is managed makes it a now being revived, and there is scarceatle die because they have eaten toad tonic for the skin and the stomach. ly a room in which.a sentiment pretSILK VOILE BLOUSE.
'stools when they thought they were The patient takes milk inside and out. tily expressed rould not be a welcome
eating mushm&ns. Nothing.is easiet The outside milk cure is wortay atten- addition, and whieb would at °ace at- Light, Cool Stuff Which Drapes Prettthan to distinguish between the della tion, writes Mme. Julie D'Arcy. This tract the attention of a guest as being
STEAM FITTING.
PLUMBING.
tily and Dots Not Easily
edible and the deadly fungus, yet Is the way It was described by a wo- something unique. Here are a few
132 South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Both Phones 3os.
Mussing.
Show
are those who mourn sue., man who took it: "I was massaged." rood sentiments; the lettering may be
-*laths as if they were laid at the doos said she, "from bead to foot every done in script or Old English:
Bilk voile Is a delightful material for
For the hall:
Mr accident.
night of my life with milk. I might
bioulies! It Is light anl cool, drapes
"East or ftlet. home is best."
have taken . milk bath had it not been
4 ; Children are sometimes left in the
beautifully, and does not easily crush.
"A man's•hetne is his castle."
Mare of thbughtless hirelings and at. so expensive" The milk baths were
It has moreover the quality of weigh-Ilome is the resort of love, of joy, ting well. Our model has a small yoke
Maimed for life through fails for which managed for me in this way. At night
Piero wad neither excuse nor occasion I was massaged with the top of the of peace."
that is continued to the waist to form
-Our house is ever at your service." a sort of vest; the voile is gathered to
'A man fearfu y deformed with a great milk, which was like cream. Then, as
n his shoulders was in the weather was coid, I was wrapped
Over the fireplace in Mark Twain's this yoke. The herthe is edged with I
bump
the most nehle and beauti- in blankets and put to bed. This rwas house In Connecticut is this beautifui finely-pleated ribbon; the Game out,
ildren. While his pretty nurse for -extreme servile prostration.
iniscriptiOn:
with a gallabt policeman
"The ornament of a house Is the
"In the morning I took a bath in
y carriage took a slide down a this mixture: The tub was filled with guest3 who frequent it."
bill and was overturned at the warm water in which about a quart of
The three following inscriptions are
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
and years of pain and wretched
milk was stirred. And into this was egrecially appropriate for the family
A I
with the haniiicap of the hunch- dropped tea drops of benzoin. This living-room:
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
have paid for that folly.
heat, blAnt ye the
fine noonday lunch for 25 emu..
and
ye
fire
"Oh,
.-"-.e-rWe seldom read of a railroad acciLord."
Aleut that Is not due to the careless"God has given us this ease," or
-:
------t....
/
. /..ness of somebody, and yet it would be
"Seek thine own ease."
-7. ;."--;'", -•
most unfair to utter eweeping erne ''-';:::%%''' •-/
"No place is more delightful than
edema on the employee of public conone's own fireside."
veyances. The average man is superbFor the library:
ly trustworthy. The engineer s:irks li
"Old wood to burn,
to his post and dies in the effort to
Olsi friends to trust,
save the train. Wben one of the enOld authors to read."
gines on the "Majestic" was suddenly
"There is an art of reading."
put out of commission not long ago, by
of
vanished
monuments
"The
a real accident that no care could have
minds."
of enanticipated or averted, the I or
"Infinite riches in a little room."
gineers, at the risk of their own lives,
For the nursery:
In the face cf clouds of scalding steam,
"God rest ye, little children."
and
were
carshut off the machinery,
"A child in the house is a wellried to the hospital afterwards. They
spring of pleasure."
were heroes.
For the music room:
There are accidents that no one can
"The hidden soul of harmony."
prevent. But as compared with those
"Music, the speech of the angels."
which come by lack of care, they are
A VERY STYLISH WAU1T.
few. When the lightning from the sky
A very popular form of entertainhis
in
pita
lines the yoke and each side front
strikes a man deed as be
ment is the Dutch supper. If it is
DRINK MILK.
of ribbon velvet of the color ot
haulm or walks by the way, he maa
Straps
possible, do not use a table cloth, but
God
sof
act
the
by
form a trimming on the col
perish
to
spots
said
.be
the
have doilies or orange crepe paper
and bust: the end of each
But when a man take.s hold If a live Made a milky bath. Ancr a week of
band
lar
that is the Dutch color. Uise all the
wire with lire hauds, he has only thls trazirceat I row strong enough to
strap is finished by a paste button. r he
Delft china, that is procurable; and
treatment
kink
the
external
drops
dead
without
the
he
if
himself to bleme
do
sleeves have tight-fitting under parts
imitation ware is very effective and
next instant. The accident was stupid and to drpend entirely upon the interof lace with pleatings at top and
very cheap. Tulips are the Dutch
nal.
wrist
and foolhardy.
flower, and tulip shaped bon-bon tempt
"The internal treatment," said this
Materials required for the blouse:
• •
and candle shades may be male from
1
interesting.
more
even
"was
woman,
and one-quarter yards four and
Two
We need not limit what happens b3
wooden
cure, which was man- orange tissue paper. Little
inches wide, one and one-halt
one-half
apparent accident to' disaster and ca- was on the milk
shoes may be purchased and used tr,
there
was
morning
Every
18 inches wide, two yards
thus:
lace
aged
yards
here are pleesant things that
the fol
0. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES.
me six quarts of pure or hold the salted nuts. Serve
velvet, one dozen buttons. about five ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
mey property be set down to the ac- bought for
in
written
is
which
menu,
lowing
in
difsix
put
was
yards pleating.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
count of accident, since we have not whole milk. This
can there was Dutch, much to the mystification 01
Planned theta nor In any way made the ferent cans and to each
banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
regular
all
givetl
is
(The
Transacts
translation
pure water. A the guest*.
Accepting an Invitation.
least provision. mentally or materially added half a pint of
the
hostess):
of
benefit
the
for
and
In accepting an invitation you per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
for their coming to pass. A young man can was then set in warm water
Met
Batten.
Gehak
Knit
Seep
to
allowed
it.
drinkk
was
I
heated
should say: "It gives me much pleas
casts about :or a good place to spend as It
at $3 to $to per year as to sixe.#1ou carry your own
of (Veal Soup with Garnish of Meat Balls.) ern to accept your very kind invite: proof vault Ice rent
_glass
full
"a
she.
said
took,"
"I
him
Business
claims
holiday,
a brief
Orterstten Tong.
tion /or luncheon on Wednesday, Oc- key and no one but yourself has accent'.
so constantly that :acetone are few milk every-half hour. It wai slikhtry
(Roasted Tongue.)
tober the seventh." Do not say "it
and far between. Not often does he warm, just warm enough to take the
Brussels Sprinten.
will give me much pleasure." An in- aibtaln a recess. Shall he go to the chill off and keep me from shivering.
Sprouts.
((Brussels
fire
the
came
In
part
ingenious
"The
vitation should never be accepted pro
mountains, to the old homestead, to
Bloemkool met Room Same.
visionally, that is, you should never 4-1-4-44-11444+04++++++444-4-1-1-4-te+44-1-++-'4,4“4-ti
the inland springs or the shore? Shall voting of the milk. One can each day
Caullfiower.)
(Creamed
This
vanilla.
with
flavored
slightly
was
say: "I Ishould be delighted to ac
he accept a Need's Imitation to join
Haring Sla met Croodjes.
eept your very kind invitation if I am
him on a win, or possibly shall he made the milk taste like custard. And
(Herring Salad with Rolls.)
not obliged to leave town before that
on a bicycle tour over a distant one can was flavored with cinnamon
flesneden
Sinaas Appelen Met Wyns date" Your hostess will not know
taste
very
faintest
the
just
te? He finally decides on one jaunt There was
Rause.
whether she can depetd upon your
nother, with no ultimate object, of spice, as in a hot punch."
with Wine Sauce)
Oranges
(Sliced
being present at the entertainment or
to have a good bona:ie.
Exercise Nosential.
Gesorteerde Notelf.
whether she must ask some one else
ration the yacht or in the farmhouse
13 of immense benefit in
Exercise
(Assorted
Nuts-)
fill your place.
is
to
he
to
meet
way
a
the
girl
or by
the skin. A woman should
Knffee
whose steel shall capture his heart and treating
the skin Is In a glow.
(Coffee.)
The Chaperone.
who shall change the face of the wold exercise until
she
can
feel
until
exercise
must
She
rest
of
the
for
his life.
'You should try always to show your
for him
heart are stimulatare not unmindful
"How came Hugh to marry Belle?" that her lungs and
For a left-hafided party, write the chaperon that you
she is ready for the skin lo
Then
ed.
at
wondering
asked,
what
seemOnce
of her presence. It is always an ellI
ask
and
left
hand,
he
with
Invitations
the scented bath. The
ed an incongruous merriagn the hus- tions and for
practice using the left dance of refinement and good breeding
upon which the belles of other each guest to
these little aces of
band a man of profound culture and exercise
hand, for very few are clever enough to remember all
,varied learning, while the wife was a days depended for their beinty was to be ambidexterous.
courtesy and you 'should rentembee
the
Whets
brilliant social butterfly, who cared for dancing. Dancing and horseback rid- guests arrive the left hand must he that after all she is making, no doubt,
up 114011440114.04+.4444114+++++4-1.+1-46 +4-1-i-1++++4+4-14414.14+++.1eHee
little except personal adornment and ing were the two diversions.
used in greeting, also In serving and an act of great sacrifice by giving
in order to be with
pleasures
beautiful surroundings.
own
a
her
Have
refreshments.
the
eating
rood
Old-Fashioned Skin
should present your friends
"Oh," said the friend who answerer'
A simple. old-fashioned skin food type-written or a printed quotation yolt'. You
steamer
slew
crossa
possible. A man always
on
met
me,"they
that is very good for wrinkles is made Which esAh One must copy, using only to ber if it is
J111 the Antonin Nearly everybody on by beating to a cream two tablespoon- the iett hand. Award prizes for the feels it is a compliment when he is
board was -seasick. But they' had in fuls of oil of sweet almonds and one hest tiOd poorest Specimen. This is presented to a girl's mother or chapcommon the fact that they were ,both teaspoonful of rose water, adding Wee realty a vary Mulling affair.
good sailors, and by the time they
rope of camphor and two CI tigiatirn
of bawds. Apply at nighte v4,1
•

Abram L. Well & Co
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FIRE INSURANCE

Accident, Lite, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell Ellock.

Office Phone 369,
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EXPERT ACCOUNTANT

vsi

For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
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D. SMITH, JR

1I .JOHN
Expert Accountant,

118 Fraternity Bldg.
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Phone 133.
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MAIMED BY 1/46 KAMM
ampetror William's Descent '01,111
Subject Whoa* Hearing
Was Poor. ,

, During the last maneuvers of the
German army the kaisee rose one
morning at daybreak in order to get
a general impression of the disposition
of his troops. So, followed by his entire staff, he mide for a distant hill
that cc mmanded an extensive view, relates the London Chronicle. There
was a village on the, bill, and the cladtering of the horses Ivor' on the cobOUT OF THE QUESTION.
bles 'brought most of the inhabitants
to their windows. The one person
who slept through the din was a deaf
old chemist, whose flat-roeted residence was perched right so: the summits The roof was the vegy place for
the emperor. So he called a halt, and
one of his staff was sent to' claim ad.
mission. The officer knocked 'and
knocked, but in vain. At the third onslaught, however, steps were heard
descending the stairs, and the voice of
the old chemist demanded: "What silly
fool is that?" The staff contained its
laughter, for the emperor had heard.
But without showing any sign of au
nominee his majesty uttered the one
word, "Wilhelm!" "Wilhelm who?"
demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
Hohenzollern!" thundered the emperor. The shivering chemist, covered
with confusion, flung open the door,
doubtless expecting the German equivalent to Siberia, but the empero:
strode past him without even givins
him e look. When he was leaving
however, he called the man to hit
Anxious Person—Would you run on
horse's head and placed in his hand
the largest coin which bears the im an errand for me, little boy?
James—Sorry. mum, but I'm a bit unportal likeness. "There!" he said
der
weight an' me football trainer has
fool!"
silly
'accept this portrait of a
recommended attain' off fey a few days,
—Chicago News.
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
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'Who Are Selected to Do the
Shooting Are More or Less
Affected.

3[11
1

The ceremony of disposing of a condemned spy in the English army always
follows a definite precedent, says the
New York Herald. The unfortunate
man is surrounded by • detachment of
infantry, andA after he is provided with
a pick and shovel, he is marched off to
it *elected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This done, the tools are
taken from him and his eyes are bandaged. The attending chaplain reads
portions selected from the burial ionic, and from the ranks of the escort 13
men are selected at random by the officer in charge. These men, having
sanaked their own rifles, are led to where
II Other rifles are awaltin.g them,six of
which are loaded with blank cartridges.
One of these Is handed to each man,so
that no one knows whether the rifle he
holds contains a bullet or not and none
can say for certain that the shot fired by
him killed the prisoner. The ilring party then marches to an appointed position
The commands "Present!"
"Fire!" ar•e given and almost before
the last word rings out the volley is
fired and the spy falls into the grave
be has dug Nearly every man is more
or lees affected on being selected to
form one of the firing party and many
men have been known to faint away on
being singled out, while others are so
overcome as tie Oa mareely able to pull
the triggers of their rides.
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One on the Poet.
Office Boy—There are two men out
there, sir, who want to see you; ono
of them Is a poet and the other a deaf
man..
Editor—Well, go out and tell the
poet that the deaf man is the editor.—
Tit-Bits.

144.4104.44

ister

Pastoral.
The farmer sows his crop
And the good wife 1141Pi• his cicalas;
The farmer darns the weather
And his good wife darns his hose.
The farmer pitches in the hay:
Bat shoulp he cro.• her whim.
/Us good wit* lays aside her work
And pitches Irtt.,
—Judas-

A. Suitable Suit.
Sharpe—Are you going to dress up
for the carnival?
Huggins—Yes; I'm going as Charles
the Second.
Sharpe--Charles the First would
have been • lot better for you.
Muggine—Why?
Sharpe—Because you'd need no head.
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
"Times have changed," said the melancholy citizen "Things are not what
they Liked to be."
"Well." answered the Mtn who takes
the world as he finds it, "what do you
want to do? Go back six or eight
month. and tend tbe furnace and ahoyel snow?"—Washington Star.
Queer Girl.
Tees—Hasn't she finished that lovestory yet?
Jess—No; she reads very carefully,
and scrupulously, you know.
Tess—Does she?
Jess—Oh! awfully; why, she even
reels all the deseriptioas of sunsets and
all that —Philadelphia Press.

Worse and More of It.
"Gee. but I'm unlucky!"
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
"What's the trouble?"
"My
wife drove me out of the hour
Dare Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
with a club, and I don't dare to go
But His Services Are
back."
Invaluable.
"Too bad."
-- —
"And now she's suing me for deterSome idea of the "general utility"
tion."—Cleveland Leader.
•
services of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
Correct.
made by Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of
Teacheg—What is •synonym?
the Russian army, as reported by RichPupil—A word that has the same
ard Henry Little, war correspondent in
meaning
as another word.
the far east la his article "'Loalin'
Teacher—And why does our lanBound' with the Engineers" in the
guage possess synonyms?
Technical World Magazine.
Pupil—So you can use ont when you
"We have not done the thinge which
bliss to one the St George ernes or even don't know how to spell the other
the Stanislaus and puts our names In one.—Cleveland Leader.
tho paper and brings the message from
What Thiry MSC
his majesty," said the little captain, as
Flats—It
Ls said that elephants are
he came back to me black with powder.
subject to rheumatism.
"We have noLsbarged the enemy or
Sharpe—Well, they are spared one
captured many eine or saved the posihorror
of the disease anyway.
tion. We have but made a road over the
Flats—What is that.
mountain. That is aft Yet five men,
Sharps—They don't have to listen to
,they are dead; six are wounded. We
have not fought a battle, yet sUll, it was people who have a sure cure for it.—
•t
not the child's play, and some day when Chicago News.
the grand battle it in raging, and they,
Satisfied.
the Japanese., are pressing hard down
"Can't see why you're so smitten
that valley over there, and iii. wanted
to save the day that many troops and with her."
"Why, because she's so :Jeucedly
many guns be pushed to that position
over there at the bead of the valley, then pretty."
"Beauty's only skin deep."
this road we have builded will save the
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal.
day because It Is the straight line and
will be wide and smooth. What say you, That's deep enough for me!"—Clavsland Leader.
my friend?"
Domestic Revolution in India.
Within a few weeks a son of Keshub
Chunder Ben, the famous organizer of
the Brehm° Soma) of India, has married the widowed daughter of a rajah.
That is an extraordinary rebellion
against an ancient rule in India, and
the beginning of a domestic revolution
Which bee the support of many advanced Hindooe who do not themselves'
dare to more than speak in its favor.

Where His Advantage, Lay,
First Man—How do you do?
Second Man—flog 'pardon, but you
have the advantage of me.
First Man—Yes. I guess I have. We
were engaged to the same girl, but you
married 1w.—Flt4141rg

•ACM
.

-

' 116et with the Dough.
BOciety Dame—Who is that younit
man eho-is so attentive to you now?
Grea,t Belle—He is a poet.
Society Dame—Mercy on us! And do
you, the proud daughter of a-fiiindredmillionaires, propose to throw yourself away on a poor, miserable starveling of a poet?
, Great Belle—Oh, he isn't that kind
of a poet; he writes trade advertisements in verse.
Society Dame—My own, own daughter, after all; ask him to dinner.—TitBits.

Cut Rates.
Dr. Quackerly—You don't mean to
say that old Sawbones charged you
1I6 for amputating your arm?
The Victim--That's what he did.
Dr. Quackerly—Why in the world
didn't you send for me. I'd have cut
both your arms off for ;10.—Chicago
News.
Solved.
"Why did Mahammed go to the
mountain?"
"He thought he could get better
rates there than at the seashore."—
Cleveland Leader.
His Modesty.
"Haven't you got a good, honest, incorruptible man in your city who
would be an ornament4 this officer
"Sure, but I don't want the office."
—licuston Post.
reeved Him Troutle.
"Hag Dobbs made up his mind to
marry that widow?"
"It wasn't neoeseary; she made, jip4
bar ushid.".e-Houatou Post. .
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EXCURSON

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

for

A fierce gale had been beating alone
the coast for three days and not a per.
son tad ventured out The betel stood
St. LOWS arid- Writ-lessee !ever Pad'.
a few rods back from the shore, its
et company—the cheapest and beet
•
long glass-inclosed piazza overlooking
If you want y..,ur clothes cleaned, excursion out of Paducah.
the angry sea. Off to the left was the
dyed or repaired, take chew to K. C.
beginning of as long chain of dangerous
Ross 3sg South Third Street. I have
rocks, while between the hotel and
the nicest line ci samples for tints
the reeks was the famous South Shore
In thcity Snits-inide- to oraerbeach:
.
To those who liked to watch the sea,
the glass-inclosed piazza of the hotel
If You Have
An
offered exceptional attractions.
through the long hours of the gale
Foot Troubles
men and women walked back and
It is a trip of pleasure, comfore
forth with their glasses, exchanging You should throw away
those old
and rest; good service, lc/
comments and apprehensions, and style
table,
rubbers. Any doctor will tell
good rooms, etc. Boats
-often allowing the meal hours to pante
,e each
you they cause most of the trouble.
by unregarded, so fascinatedwere they
5 p. rnNEVER GRIPES NOR SALI- Wednesday and Saturday
He will tell you to get a pair of
by the wild scene.
For other information apply to Jas.
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST me.
On' the first day of the storm they
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
had watched with horror as a small
Brown, agent.
fishing smack was driven in upon the
rocks and went to pieces but had
breathed more freely when they saw
her crew reach shore in safety. Later
they had wittelied- tile tiltic'kr and sucOFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
cessful struggle of a small sailboat
Highest price paid for second-hand
as she beat her way to safety.
TELEPHON-E1
Every year there were hard storms
and violent winds on the shore, but
Residence 296
Office 25,,
it was long since there had been such
a gale as this.
Among the guests was a family
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR, Buy anything and sell
from the interior who had never beFOR MEN AND WOMEN
everything.
218-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
fore seen the ocean. One of the children, a delicate boy of nine or tea because they keep the feet cool—
years, seemed to have a special fear never chafe or "draw'—arc lighter
of the tumbling, roaring waters. Dur- and more comfortable, while they OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
ing the bright days he could never protect.
'Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Moving wagon in connection.
be induced to go in bathing with the
Come in and see how they look on
Fraternity Building.
Room
tie
other children, preferring to wander your shoes—they will fit any shape
New Phone z14.
Old Phone 303.
about- in the fields and woods, whist- shoe. „.
butterling to ti, birds or chasing the
J K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
We have a full line of any kind of
flies and grasshoppers.
rubbers you could want, from a toe
WM. MARBLE,
During the gale he wandered from tip to a buckle Arctic
room to room with a frightened face.
We have a good assortment of
When he heard the guests talking
Residence.
rubber
and felt boots; also damp
&boa the storm and the probable loss
Eighth
and
proof
Jackson Streets.
shoes and high cut boots. Call
of life along the coast he trembled.
early
and
get
your
correct
size
Telephone
270.
On Ole morning of the third day of
the gale a dull booming was heard
at sea. All the guests recognized thc
LAWYERS
pitiful call for help from a strandel
Rooms r, 1 and 3 Register Buildvessel and they hastened to the piazza
523 1-2 Broadway.
ing,
with their glasaes. Far out at the end
of the chain of rocks a large ship was
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction.
—DENTIST—
Practice in all the courts ef the
stranded. Her masts were gene and
321
Broadway.
Truehart
the waves were rolling over her, fast
state. Both phones 37.
beating her timbers to pieces. Many
of her passengers were lashed to the
stumps cf her masts and among them
HOLIDAY RATES.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
could be seen several children.
rao NORTH FIFTH STREET
On the beach a dozen sturdy fishOn account of Christi:ties and New
ermen were doing their best to launch
Both Phones
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
a boat. Time and again they got it Year's holidays the Illinois Central
Office hours 8 to to a. ED, I to 3
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
Railroad
it
overwin
only
to
have
sell
water,
into the
reduced rate tickets
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Just a few
Christmas
Suggestions
The Christmas offerings of neckwear are the handsomest we have
ever seen.
Our buyer has searched
the markets of the world for novelties and new creations and we have
them from Paris, London and all the
centers of fashions.
We want you
to see them and see them quickly, as
we are making inroads into them
each day.
asc to $5.00 ars the
pfices.
Hair brushes and combs have been
known to wear out.
Probably you
can use a set in your list for gifts.
We have a new line of beautiful as
well as serviceable things in military
brushes, mirrors and combs, in ebony
touched up prettily wish sterling silver.
Also cigar cases in gun metal
and sterling silver. soc up.
Probably you have some -little
friends or brmhers you want to send
something for Christmas. Then let
us suggest one of the tdmdsome cap,
we are showing for little fellows.
Or, we have a big line of pretty
neckwear f(' r youngsters, as well as
kerchiefs and, many other things for
the boys. 2,5C up
We are offering some very handsome things in umbrellas for Men
and Women, gold, pearl and sterling
silver handles, silk and all the umbrella materials.. The display is 3
very handsome erne and offers a ready
solution to the "what to give" problem.
We have them as low as
Si so in price and up to $35 oo.

3uot a Word to the Worried
and Others:
We never entered upon a Christmas season with such an
assembly of things useful and beautiful, substantial and serviceable as we did this one and, notwithstanding our enormous trade, which has been beyond our expectations, we
are still able, by drafts on our reserve stock*, to show you
unbroken assortments in every department. Aild every day
this week we have been getting in new things, the latest in
-Neckwear-Handkerchiefs and -novelties-for-C s mcts,
spirationg of the last moment. We are thus enabled to, and
do, offer you an exhibition of goods in our lines that rival
the displays of any store' anywhere.
We have plenty of clerks, and shopping is easy here. A
child can make purchases with as much satisfaction as a
grown person. Deliveries are prompt, and our pleasure in
showing our offerings as pleasant as the showing is to you.
AIIIIIIII11111111411111111111111111
V Only two more days intervene till Christmas. Come in
arid let us show you that good selections can still be made.

Gloves are another article of men's
apparel of which one can not have
too many . Like our umbrellas, they
are always getting lost, sometimes
Anythey are soiled or wear out
way men folk always need them.
We are agents for Dent's. Potent's
and Adler's kid gloves and MacGeorge's Scotch wool gloves Have
also Sealskin gauntlet for stormy
$s oo up.
/seat:her driving
We are showing some exclusive
things in Men's fancy hose, just the
things for Christmas presents for
your brothers, or men friends or relatives
No man can have too many
pretty sox and they come as appreWe are
ciable gifts to every man.
showing some very pretty things at
35c and our 5oc lines are very handsome patterns; cotton or wool
Is some one eternally borrowing
your suit cue or grip, or are you
always borrowing some one else's?
Then come let us sell you one for
Christmas and put an end to it We
are showing a great, big line of suit
casops.,handbass and grips, in leather,
alli tor skin and kindred products
t oxes or
g IS
as
as
hats. $i oo to $25.00.
Jot down a pair of handsome silk
ruspsaders for one of your friends
They are ever appreor relatives.
We are showing some
ciable gifts.
very handsome things in this line.
They are made up in handsome silks,
with sterling silver and gold buckles,
If
and come in very dainty colors.
a man has a streak of vanity they
will appeal to him. 25c to $750.
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